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"Live like a pickle; Love like a pickle" was the new phrase on

UNCSA T-Shirts sold in the campus store this year. One thing's for

sure: Without the pickle, UNCSA would be a totally different place.

t



2008-2009 was one crazy year. Things drastically changed in the world outside of UNCSA. There was a

major economic downturn, the election of a new president, and a new war in Afghanistan. For most of the

year, things looked pretty dim and gray in the outside world. However, if one was to peer into the world of

UNCSA, one would see something completely different.

UNGSA may have received a new name, but the traditions of this school have been marvelously upheld,

regardless of the outside effects. In August, over a hundred new students moved in to the dorms and began a

new life here. Returning students came back after a summer "out there," ready to resume their life at the place

around which the world revolves.

The year was not always easy. The infamous winter term hit with a vengeance; however, the shining stars of

UNCSA passed through the term with flying colors, into a spring term filled with joy. Students grew as artists

and as people. Rehearsals were taxing, and late nights of homework caused baggy eyes. Regardless of the

fatigue, the stress, and the pain, this school's students remained some of the best people in the world. The gifts

and talents of this school cannot be surpassed. The kindness and work ethic of these people are

insurmountable. To go to this school is a gift. The moments we've spent here are priceless memories. As we
go throughout our lives, let us remember this year. Let us remember the joy and the pain; the laughter and the

tears; the failures and the triumphs. Let us remember eachother. Let us remember how we turned this world

upside down.

Love Always,

Kelly Porter, Hannah Darrah, and Julia Boyes
3
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The VA I class is compnsed of many talented people. Here they partake in a .

sketching class. \

mi

Hannah Kneger, Lauren Momsette, Shannon Dixon, Natasha Kovacs,

Morgan Mannino, Kate Archer, Kelly Katzenmeyer, Eric Rinehart,

Morgan Ferri, Ivan Potter-Smtith, and Christian Parnell take a break.

mIBL

Barrier rocks out to some m
works in the sculpt

Maybe VAs aren l always in the studio...

m



Ferri tackles a complex looking tool.

l\
laiiflwrtinez, Hannah Bodenhousen, and Shannon
' \“^)ixon during the daytime in sculpture.
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Many-times throughout the year, the Visual Aitistsuse

their gallery located on 4th floor Workplace. The gallery

is‘used to show the public the iMest works of visual art.

Throughout the year, the visual ^rjistS woikwery hard on

various projects, be it sketch^, p^teiHg&»>jSculptures,

coHages, and Other marvelous works in order to -

'niake4hem "worthy" of being sfiowp; /Ip, both the VA f
"

. *and VA II class artists present thqif art for critique, 'the
' sttidehtaiti^s critique eachother, and'they alsq ha^*P thqir,

v^i^j^ctqrs britque the,work. Sometimes, the t^E^:hefS caij

very brutal, which is jtypically student's least f^Voriter

.^Ipjf'bhshosvin^ in the galleiy. However, the|r w^l^ip
rfeceived well by family and friends who just enjoy

^eihgfdiq4)eautiful works of art.

1^1..
:r-te ;
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Gallery

Below, the VA II Class takes a picture at the finale of a showing. High
schoolers in the VA II class are Ariel Chomsbay, Cynthia Cukiemik.

Meg Dancy, Young-In Hur, Jennifer Jeong, Jessica Oddono, Joni Ray.

and Austin Taylor.



Alex Johnson, Tim
Gladding and Jacob

Cavell are being

unproductive before

theory class.

Right, Julian

Samahl, Luke

Nystrom, Joe Gailey

and Jules Meyerjam
in the connector.

Above, oboists Grace Brewer, Kelsey Maiorano and Alexandra

DeRome enjoy the beautiful day outside while working on reeds.

Colin Fullerton

practices guitar in the

window of second

floor Gray before his

lesson.



Practice
Musicians spend much of their time “living” on first floor Gray in the red

maze, caves, or other places such as the piano tunnel. When taking breaks

from practicing or classes, they can be found hanging out in the hallway

doing things such as homework or sleeping in their lockers. Many of these

people sacrifice seeing the sunlight or give up social time in order to get in

an extra hour of practice before curfew. Others make the world a practice

room. No space is off limits to a violin, flute or vocalist. Popular spots

include the laundry room, studio or picnic tables.

Besides individual practice, musicians have to worry about the upkeep of

their instruments, such as changing strings and making and fixing reeds.

They also participate in various classes such as music theory, aural skills,

music literature, and piano collaborative (accompanying class) in addition to

weekly master classes and lessons.

Below, Jack Rice "practices" the

trumpet in the Connector.



Led by Mark Norman, the UNCSA Wind Ensemble

contains about 22 high school students, 20 college

students and 8 graduate students. Rehearsing for four

hours a week, the Wind Ensemble performs on and

off campus in events such as woodwind weekend.

This year, for the first time, the Wind Ensemble was

honored to perform at the North Carolina Music

Educators Association and while there worked with

world renowned composer Brian Balmages.

Timothy Gladding plays euphonium.

rehearse

George Marshall and Rosie Shore play horn.

Jules Meyer and Stepnen Bishop represent the High

School Music program in Jazz Ensemble.

Scott Kemsley, flute. Shelly Zeiser, and Alexandra DeRome, oboe,

for the upcoming wind ensemble performances.

Jazz Ensemble performs with world famous jazz

trombonist Ray Anderson.

Above, brass players from the Wind Ensemble

perform an antiphonal all-brass concert during

performance hour.



The Jazz Ensemble performs once a term

at UNCSA, as well as off campus for

things such as jazz festivals, public

schools and other places around North

Carolina. Directed by Ron Rudkin, the

head of the Jazz Program and a theory

instructor at UNCSA, the group rehearses

twice a week and contains six high school

students this year: Corey Dundee, Julian

Samahl, and Caitlin Riddle on saxophone;

Stephen Bishop and Jules Meyer on

trumpet and Chris Gelb on

percussion/drum set.

Jacob Cavell, Mackenzie Lee and Chns Gelb play vanous percussion

instruments.
Chris Gelb, Caleb Hoffman, Ethan Evonuik, and Matt Witt rehearse on Daniel's

Plaza while enjoying a sunny afternoon outside.

Perscussion Ensemble, led by John Beck,

rehearses every Wednesday morning.

Participants of the ensemble play a variety of

different instruments and include both college

and high school percussionists.

Max Witt plays the Jimbay, an African drum, at an outdoor

drumming circle held by the Percussion Ensemble.

Caitlin

Riddle

diligently

plays her

baritone

saxaphone

during a

Jazz band

rehearsal.



Maestto
Ransom

c„.a.c.s.teSjmpl>o.V
Orchestra

during,na one of their many

rehearsals.

The orchestras of 2008 were a change

from the previous school year. During

Ransom Wilson’s second year

conducting the UNCSA orchestra, he

decided to split the orchestra in two and

create the Symphony Orchestra and

Philharmonia Orchestra. The

Symphony, the larger of the two, plays

a wide variety of music while the

Philharmonia concentrates mostly on

music of the classical era. Each

orchestra rehearses twice a week and

performs at least once per term.

The two orchestras collaborated at the

end of fall term and, in both Winston

Salem and Asheville, performed

Shostakovich's 5th Symphony under the

direction of Chancellor Maucheri. The

dedication, soul-searching, and musical

growth experienced through orchestra

was perfectly illustrated when he said
;

(and he distinctly told us to quote him
i

on it), "I have a PowerBar stuck to my
;

uvula." ;



Christian Gray uses

intense vibrato during an

orchestra rehearsal.

The Symphony Orchestra performs at

the Stevens Center with a concert

program representing birthdays of

various composers and their conductor.

and

te orchestra performs in Asheville at the Grove Park Inn for an

tremely large and exuberant audience.
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The music students

also participate in

many different

chamber ensembles

such as string quartets,

saxophone quartets

and woodwind
quintets. Many of

these groups include a

mix of high school,

cpltege and graduate

LudentSr Rehearsing

at least once a week
having a coaching

^ith a music

structor, students

perform in

Performance Hour, for

^ferent festivals and

"or various chamber

concerts.

, Grace Brewer, Stephen Bishop, Libby

F ^ Childers and Abi Clark smile for a
* picture before enjoying an

invigorating performance in

Performance Hour.

Once a week, the entire

School of Music meets to

enjoy an hour long

performance called

Performance Hour. Perf

Hour for short, this

features different student

solos and ensembles each

week and always begins

with an introduction by Dr.

Winkelman. The hour long

used to communicate

valuable information to

music students about

things such as upcoming

conceits and what to do if

an active shooter enters

campus.Orin Laursen. Colin Laursen, Drew Comstock and Baron

Fenwick practice for their upcoming chamber performance.

Dr. Winkleman, the star of

performance hour, in

action.



Above, Cameron Flynt galantly sweeps Jasmine Wilson off

her feet during intermission of the opera.

Right, Becca Blank listens to voice recordings in the library.

Often forgotten are the students

of the vocal department. The

high school singers of UNCSA
participate in lessons, master

classes and cantata as well as

other things, such as mock
juries. Every year, the Fletcher

which some of the high school

vocalists partake in. This year’s

operas were Donizetti’s

"L'elisir d'amore" (The Elixir of

Love) and Haydn’s “11 mondo
della luna” (The World on the

Moon).

1 /

Performance

Horn*

Chamber

Music

Vocal

Studies



The Phoenix Ensemble (aka. High School Drama Class 2008-2009) poses for a pictui'e.
This Drama Bulletin Board

holds important information.

The actors must check it daily

for changes in rehearsals,

meetings, and the like.

Phoenix Ensemble Members:
-Fola Afolayan -Taylor Aldrich

-Phil Atkins -Taylor Bryson

-Brittany Curtis -John Billion

-Meg Eaton -Cameron Gregg

-Alex Hairston -Ray Huth

-Maggie Lea -John Millbank

-Jensen Muglia -Zoey Norris

-Maria Oglesby -Ryan Pater

-Cameron Prevatte -Sydney Shepherd

-Nick Stauffer -Regina Strayhom

-McKenzie WallOne great thing that the Phoenix Ensemble got to learn was various Circus

Acts. By expanding their horizons and learning as many forms of

entertainment as possible, they become better performers.



Drama: The
Phoenix: Ensemhle

Usually roaming around in their "blacks," you will find the drama kids hard at work.

Whether it's drawing character skeches, memorizing scripts, practicing circus skills or

learning their next 16 bars for singing class, drama students never take a break. They

constantly practice their vocal, dance, and combat skills. Meanwhile, they must keep

up with academics and focus on college applications and auditions. One of their

greatest accomplishes this year was their performance of Shakespeare's "Macbeth;"

however, Shakespeare probably never witnessed a performance of his brilliant play

such as the one that Kelly Maxner and the Phoenix Ensemble produced this year. One
thing is for certain: These drama students are going to go very, very far in life. This

amazing program is only one small step in their large future.

Another picture of the Phoenix Ensemble! What a great

group of talented people!

Ryaii Pater, Sydney Shepherd, McKenzie Wall, and Taylor

Bryson take advantage of the snow day to wear bright

colors; typically, drama Students are required to wear all

black.

Even drama students

need a night off I

Here, some of our

Phoenix Members
head to the Mellow

Mushroom for some



m

Drama Chicago Trip

It was really Qald in Chicago during the month of January;

thank goodnes » there was a large flight of steps the Drama

ftids could take to keep warm!



stepped up to the plate and at least acted awake at this early hour.

Every year, the Drama Class has the amazing

opportunity to go to Chicago during winter term. This

year, all of the drama students trooped out at 2a.m. on

February 2nd in order to make their flight. Why do

they leave UNCSA for Chicago? Every year in "Chi-

Town," unified auditions are held for most of the top

colleges with strong theatre programs. The Drama
Students are able to audition for many colleges/

universities/ conservatories in one city over the course

of one week. (Music students wish they were so

lucky!) Just before leaving for Chicago, the Drama
students performed their audition monologues for the

student body. Naturally, they were wonderful.

Although drama students spent a majority of their time

in Chicago perfecting and performing their

monologues, they still had to find time to keep up with

their academics. Luckily, most of them still found

some time to explore the city. Their Chicago

memories are everlasting, and we all congratulate

them on their marvelous work.

From the airport—let's hope they're facing Mecca.

Maria, Alex,

and Fola stand

in front of

Seurat's

famous

painting,

"Sunday

Afternoon on

the Island of

La Grande

Jatte."

Passing the time during a layover at the aiiport. The

Phoenix Ensemble is a very patient bunch— they're

entire week was filled with "hurry up and wait"

moments such as this.



Lindsey Mandolini danced in Dianne

MaKham's "Tangled Tango."

Dancers from Juel Lane's piece, "Transition to Truth", Raven

!Liyner, Sierra Wingate-Bay, Kia Charles, and Shannon Sollars rest

dofing a rehearshal. Hannah Darrah, Michael Clark, Ashley Rogers,

and Seve Foster were also in Juel Lane's piece.

Hillary Franklin, Julia Boyes, Aubrey Busek, Mutette

Strong, Lila Thornton, and Aslan Rolston rehearsii

Brenda Daniels's piece. "A State of Wonder".

2008S
Fall Dance is the first dance performance of the new
school year in which the contemporary dance

students celebrate their hard work thus far. This

year, the choreographers of the dances were Brenda

Daniels, Jannis Brennner, Dianne Markham, Diego

Schoch, and Juel Lane. The dancers had an audi

in early September, and they were then dies^ior
the pieces. Many hours of grueling^„y€ffufil

rehearsals went into making thk^citinft.^oduction

possible. The dancing was sp^taculaj^d the

pieces will surely live on^ the dfOicQ department

for years to come.

Jacob Stainback and Sara Seger, dancing beautifully with

the rest of the cast of "Migration" by Diego Shoch.
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Wititei* Dance
With its diversity and tremendous demonstration of

talent, this year’s Winter Dance was a must-see. This year

the Keigwin Company, headed by Laffy Keigwin, staged a

new piece and an old piece. Sara Seger worked with the

Keigwin Company and described the experience saying “I

have never been so inspired by a group of individuals

before.” When Sara was asked how to describe Larry

Keigwin she replied, “He's kind of a.mix between Peter

Pan, the Madhatter, and Willy Wonka. He is such an

animated individual, and his energy never seemed to wear

out. " The first Keigwin piece called Natural Selection

featured six dancers who portrayed hostilities but also

compatibilities between animals through dynamic

movements set to dark music. Kingdom, the second

Keigwin piece, newly choreographed by both UNCSA
students and the company members, illustrated the vivacity

among exotic animals through big and quirky movements.

Between these two pieces was a beautiful pas called

Songlines choreographed by dance faculty member Trish

Casey and set to awesome Australian music.

To conclude the show, ballet students performed

Jerome Robbins’ Fanfare in which they emulated the

instruments in the orchestra. The dancers danced in groups

or in solos as the violins, flutes, horns, percussion, and the

harp. Instead of performing to a recording, dancers had the

pleasure of performing to live music played by students in

the orchestra. It was a very grand ending to a spectacular

performance.

1. Dancers "Briiig it Home" with fierceness in the fun and quirky ending of Keigwin's Kingdom. Sara

Seger says "f^ver and ever I'll keep the J.O.D (Joy of Dance)
!

"

2. The Struigs, Brass, Percussion, and Woodwinds strike their final pose.

3. Hann^ Darrah dances with grace and spirit in Songlines.

4. Dangers show amazing athleticism in Natural Selection.

5. Bins Tessa Blackman, Bekah Downing, and Amy Falls enter with precision and intensity during

Kingpom.

6. Cooper Verona and Christian Gray show each other how they perform in Fanfare.
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A Christmas tree growing

bigger than you can imagine,

beautiful waltzing

snowflakes,and a land of

dancing sweets describes a

young girl's magical journey.

For more than 25 years, the

University of North Carolina

School of the Arts and the

Winston-Salem Symphony
has put on a delightful

holiday tradition for all ages

and this year is no exception.

With a record number of cast

members this year. The

Nutcracker is at its best. For

two performances the cast of

the Nutcracker was joined by

two members of American

Ballet Theater and alumni of

the School of Dance, Gillian

Murphy(Principal) and Blain

Hoven(Corps de Ballet),

who danced the roles of

Sugar Plum and her

Cavalier.This year's holiday

classic proved to be more

magical than ever.

I
utcrackei*

Anna Maiche, Zoe Roberts, Josh Hall and Kyle Anne Bell take a bow at

the end of the first act.

1. Katherine Sherwood and Olivia Dickerson are too cute as Mother Ginger Children.

2. Two Flowers watch as the splendor unfolds onstage.

3. Lauren Sherwood and Nathaniel Darst make an enthusiastic Chinese couple.

4. Mistletoe anyone? Sterling King and Cooper Verona share a quick smooch during the party scene.

5. Prep kids and Katherine Sherwood pose for a quick photo backstage. —

—

—-— —

~

6. Sarah Chin and Jerry Wyatt get caught in the act of making funny faces.

7. The Cast of the Nutcracker says goodbye to Clara and the Prince.

8. A rare backstage look at the opening scrim.

9. Calleja Smiley as the Grandmother.

10. Three mice: Reynoalds Duck, Miles Sollars-White, Stephen Nakagawa st^ scurrying around for a moment to snap a quick picture.

1 1 . Zoe Lewis and Jerry Wyatt go on a stroll with their daughter in tow.

12. Rae Nickerson and Tessa Blackman prepare to go onstage for Mirlitons.

i3rtHre Kretzschmar and Shane Urton rehearse Snow Pas.

14. Bel|:ah Downing is the perfect Arabian vision.

15. Ca^e Petrak, Lauren Sherwood and Calleja Smiley take a break at the pi: Bl party.

16. Bd|ah Downing puts last minute touches on her make-up.



A Dancep's Intensive Arts
For most students, the weeks following

Thanksgiving are dedicated to studying for final

exams. Here at UNCSA, we welcome Intensive Arts,

Experience
which is a time to explore and grow within our

artforms. This year. Intensive Arts included many
special classes. Students learned to explore their

"back space," and other complex concepts in a

Forsythe Improv class. Other students got to take an

intense karate class. Film collaborations and

Musical Theatre took up the rest of the modem
students' times. Hannah Darrah says, "Musical

Theatre was such a learning experience. It was a

great way for dancers to leam how to sing."

Another aspect of Intensive Arts is performance.

Dancers in "The Nutcracker" are busy preparing and

performing for the entire two weeks. They go to the

Steven's Center, come back for a dinner break, and

go off again to perform. For the rest of the dancers

who aren't in "The Nutcracker," the newly named
"Dance in DeMille" performance is the main focus.

This year, excerpts from "Swan Lake" were

performed, as well as a repertory piece that Mrs.

Danilova set. Every "Special Class" (Forsythe

Improv, Musical Theatre, and Karate) got to perform

as well. Brenda Daniel's Fall Dance Piece, "A State

of Wonder," along with a special New Year's Piece

she choreographed were beautiful highlights of the

show. There were two performances of "Dance in

DeMille," and both were almost completely sold out.

It was quite an eclectic performance that will never

be able to be recreated at UNCSA. "Dance in

DeMille" is an old tradition, but with its new name
and set up, the performances to come will be quite a

sight to see.

Chelsea Langevin

prepares for karate class.

Ashley Rogers works on

^ composition.

Dawn Atkins, Elizabeth Lloyd, Kayleigh Danowski, and

Delaney Wing performed "The Four Swaiis" in "Dance in

DeMille.

Swan Lake

rehearsals were

intense this

year. Gillian

Murphy even

helped coach

these beautiful

ballerinas.
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Raven Joyner, Jill Ratledge, and Jake Stainback took part in the

Forsythe Improv class. The instructor was former Juilliard and

Forsythe dancer. Brock Labrenz.



Dance in DeMiUe:

^^"inter Ternr^

"Dance in DeMille" during the WinterTerm, is very similar to "Dance in

Demille" that takes place during Interf^ve Arts. Except of course, students have

to juggle their academics, rehearsalv^ad regular arts classes. Students not

involved in Winter Dance participate it/ihis show. In preparation for the sho>

students spend the first two and a hal£^months of winter term diligently

rehearsing, and working with their teacher? in order to perfect the dances that

they will perform. It is yet another time ory^ai^for students to show eyeiyt^ng

that they work so hard for here at UNCSA.

BL2 jumps for joy during a

break from one of their

rehearaLi.

M2 Partita

Every year, the second year modem
students get a chance to explore a

single piece of work: the Partita. It

is comprised of two sections, a

and complex section that is full

ornate material, and an adagio,

adagio is supposed to be as bare

simplistic as possible. Both are

beautiful in their own respect

are so enjoyable to watch. Each

dancer performs to Bach's Partita

No. 5, played by Glen Gould.

In the pictures below, Lindsey

Mandolini, Raven Joyner, Jill

Ratledge, and Sara Seger show off

some of their most stunning

moments. Some are from their

motifs (the recurring themes

throughout the Partita) and some are

from their adagio. The most

amazing thing about the Partita, is

that all the inspiration came from a

seashell that Brenda Daniels

handpicked for each student.
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Right: Ariel

Chombsay
shows that she is

having fun out on

dance floor.

Julia Boyes and Katherine

Mount stop to smile for the

camera.

Alex Hairston . Regina Strayhorn and Taylor Eryson

showing how the drama kids get down.

The radiant Lindsey

Mandolini shows off

her good fashion

sense on the dance

floor.

Students dancing and

doing what they do best:

HAVING FUN!

30



Opening Week,jM|dis one of the most

exciting jShat the returners

and new students ^end together. As
everyone gets toM ow one another,

the high school ins turning the

world upside 4|o^ with our high and

creative energy. (Ol er the course of

the three day weekt nd, which

happens to be Labo r Day weekend, a

fun event occurs ea :h day. Friday

night is the first ni| ht of opening

weekend and every 3ne cruises down
to the AMF Winston-Salem Lanes on

the bus. On SaturdI y, everyone has

fun at the dance; or Sunday, they

watch "Iron Man" i s they recover

from the hard dancing on Saturday.

Both of these fabul )us events are

held down at the fa nous Club

Eisenberg. On Moc day, as the

depression of havin g to start school

hits many people, e v^eryone loads up

on the bus to partali e in some retail

therapy at Concord Mills.

'vS

Below: Taylor Shepherd and Ben
Freedman express their enthusiasm

for Opening Weekend.

Judson Fraley, head of "The Crew", shows off

his moves.

31
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Right: Andrea Lankester profiling before her

turn to bowl.



Right: The Peer

Leaders make time for

a group picture on

opening day in front of

the Connector. The

Peer Leader program is

led by Resident Hall

Counselor, Sarah

Buchannan. On opening

day, the Peer Leaders

helped new students

move into the dorms

and showed them

around campus in

orientation group tours.

Above Left; Peer Leaders

Samantha Miller. Lindsey

Mandolini, Drew Comstock

and Ashley Brown hang out at

a weekly meeting.

Above Center; Shelly Zeiser

and Abi Clark have fun

planning their hall social.
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Bottom Left: Administrator,

Morgan Rouse works dilligendy to

take notes for that weeks meeting.

Bottom Right: Judson Fraley,

Advisor, runs through the month's

upcoming events.

CREW MEMBERS:
President- Corey Dundee
-Jack Rice

-Alex Orenstein

-Morgan Rouse

-Natalie Parker

-Raven Joyner

-Grace Brewer

-Lindsay Carter

-Chelsea Langevin

-Maggie Lea

-Sara Seger

Above: Sarah Seger, Alex Orenstein,

Chealsea Langevin, Corey Dundee, Maggie
Lea, Jack Rice, Morgan Rouse, and Lindsay

Carter discuss future student activities.

Left: Lindsay Carter and Natalie Parker listen

to Corey Dundee lead the meeting

Below: Chealsea Langevin and Jack Rice

listen to Judson Fraley assign tasks.

The Crew was created in Winter

Term of 2007 by Judson Fraley,

Assistant Director of Student

Activities. His mission was to get the

students truly involved in the events

and activities that are held on

campus. Students volunteer their time

to make the events as successful and

worthwhile for the student body as

possible. The Crew not only takes

care of major events like Beaux Arts

and Prom, but smaller events, such as

trips to Carowinds, lock-ins in the

Connector, UNCSA Takeovers,

Movie Nights on the Hill, live

performances, and other community

get-togethers.



"We want to do

anything that can

help the student

body as a whole.'

—Alex Orenstein,

SGA President

Student

Government
Assodation

The 2008-2009 year marked the

separation of UNCSA's student

government into two governing

bodies: one for college and the

Student Government Association for

high school. SGA president, Alex

Orenstein, began by writing a seven

page constitution with the mission

statement to "give our student body

a voice", "lend a helping hand

towards our community", and "mab
student needs a priority". The

group's main task for the year was a

$10,000 project to convert an empty

courtyard outside the dorms into a

space for people to spend time.

SGA also held a pep rally and

several 'town hall'-style meetings for

students to express their opinions

Above: SGA Officers

Abi Clark-Vice President

Alex Orenstein-President

Mary Margaret Johnson

Commuter Vice President

t'-V
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Left: Kia Charles and Chelsea

Langevin

Below (from left): Kia Charles, Eve

Jacobs, and Kiera James at a meeting

SGA Members with Advisor, Scott Hendershot

Top Row (from left): Mary Margaret Johnson, Alex Orenstein,

Abi Clark, Lindsey Mandolini, Jack Rice, Natasha Kovacs,

Chelsea Langevin, Eve Jacobs, Cooper Verona

Middle Row: Brandon Woods, Carlie Herron, Kiera James,

Kayleigh Danowski, Kia Charles, Trina Tyler, Christian

Covington

Front Row: Morgan Chmielewski, Grace Brewer, Malcolm

Ogden, Ashley Brown, Hillary Franklin

Not pictured: Caitlin Riddle, Franklin Barefoot, Jeff Coward,

Khara Kowalski, Lila Thorton, Mattew Perez, Obi Ludwig,

and Tim Gladding



Top Row (from left): Kia Charles, Sirerra Loren, Nakita Green (Club

Advisor), Abi Clark, Carie Ewen, Chelsea Langevin, Emily Wilson

Bottom Row: Hillary Franklin, Laura Chachich, Carrie Petrak, Juila

Boyes, Jasmine Wilson, Andrea Lankester, Rebbeca Hausman, Candy

Martinez, Molly Jones

Not Pictured: Shelly Zeiser , Rebbeca Place

Julia Boyes spraying the

love on her LIA t-shirt.

Left: Shelly Zeiser having

a good time volunteering

at Big Sweep!

Right: Laides love

chocolate! Rebecca

Place working at the

Chocolate Festival.

Ladies In Arts is a service organization on

campus that brings together ladies from across

the arts. For the past three years, LIA's mission

has been to develop young ladies into women of

tomorrow by offering opportunities for members
to actively participate in the community.

This year, LIA served the community by

cleaning up local waterways, organizing spirit

week, and demonstrating civic duty by

informing the high school community about the

presidential election.

"LIA is a fun way
for me to give back

to our school in a

different way
besides my art."

—Jasmine Wilson,

LIA President

LIA Officers from top:

Jasmine Wilson - President

Chealse Langevin - Secretary

Carrie Petrak - Vice President

Left: Andrea Lankester

and Emily Wilson at a

meeting.
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Ozarts was all about a care-free time with laughs and

games! It began with a Rock the Lot Party in Eisenberg and

then a Road Rules Challenge went down with the high

school students facing college. The band, Jupiter One, was

the highlight of this event! It brought the crowd to their

feet! Jupiter One was definetly a hit. A Summit, held on

Sunday, ended the festivities.

One rocks it out at O-Zarts!

This band

captivates the

crowd!

Jupiter One jams out on their instruments!
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Lindsay Carter, Chelsea Langevin, Shelby Panttaja, Abi Clark,

Katherine Mount, Therese Slater, Shelly Zeiser, Rosie Shore and Candy

Martinez at the Festival of Trees.

The
Sweet

Pickles
The Sweet Pickles is a

student run all female a

capella group. Open to all

majors, the group was

started by Abi Clark and

Katherine Mount and

everyone who wishes to

sing is welcome. Meeting

mulitple times a week, the

Sweet Pickles performed

at various places in

Winston-Salem. A
majority of the music was

arranged by Abi Clark,

who says

"lalalalalaaaaaa."



A. Regina and
Alex l^l^rston po3e on

Halloween.

Dickerson and

are the coolest

\ cats around!

\c. Claire Kretzschmar,

. Laura Chachich, and

Shane Urton got to break

dress code for Ballet class.

O. Aubrey Busek and Zoe
Norris in math class.

E. Grace Brewer, Abi

Clark, and Shelly Zeiser

honor a former Residence

Life Staff Member on
Political Day.

F. On Halloween, Jasmine
Wilson poses as Calleja Smiley

peeks from behind.

G. Zoe Lewis was the

Caterpillar from "Alice in

Wonderland" to go with the

theme of her Ballet class. How
creative!

H. Casey Sauls looked just like

"Juno" on Halloween.

I.Tim Gladding was almost too

convincing on Gender Switch

Day.
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J. Morgan Chmielewski, Sterling

King, Grayson Driver, and Kelly

Porter participated in their class

theme of "Alice in Wonderland."

K. Kayleigh Danowski, Alix

Taylor, Kiera James. Delaney

Wing, and Sarah Berube look

fantastic!

L. Bryony McCullough and Alex

Orenstein looked wonderful in

"Alice in Wonderland" attire.

M. Ms. Streblow and Becca Blank

dressed as twin Sarah Palins.

N. David Naquin, Ben Rudisin,

and Tyler Sandbom were quite

patriotic on Halloween.

O. Shannon Dixon,and Eric Fricke

on Halloween.

P. Jake Stainback stole the show

this year as Madonna.

Halloween at UNCSA was definitely one of the

spookiest days of the year. The hallways were

filled with every type of costume: Olympians,

Madonna, and even Sarah Palin! The creepy

festivities included lots of candy, lots of screams,

and lots fun. The greatest highlight was probably

the Halloween Dance held in Eisenberg.

Extended curfew is always fun; especially in

costume.



Held in

Shelly Zeiser, Max Witt, and Andrea

Lancaster take a break from eating to smile

for the cameras.

Christina Watson, Elizabeth Lloyd, and

Emma Tilson take some time to relax

and enjoy their sweets.

UnCSA
Above: Natasha Kovacs, Becca

Place, Emily Wilson, and Joni

Ray help out behind the

chocolate stands.

hosts the

Choeolate

Festival!

Mary Clements and Pattersen Floberg enjoying festivities.

Emily Wolfe, Sarah Buchanan, and Ali Kish pose for a picture

before diving into their chocolate delicacies.

The Chocolate Festival was all

about enjoying a day of fun while

raising money at the same time.

This event was organized by the

student activities team and the

money was raised to benefit the

Susan G. Coleman Breast Cancer

Foundation.
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John Dillon licks his plate

MMM...

Musette Strong makes a wonderful holiday

card to send to troops in Iraq.

Mackenzie Lee, Drew
Comstock, Chris Gelb, and

Chelsea Langevin enjoy

delicious fluffy pancakes



COMMUTER

STUDENT

PARKING
ONLY

Ali Kish sits atop the hood of the car that gets her to and

from school each day.

MaryMargarct Johnson standing outside the Commuter Parking Lot on

a beautiful fall day.

Morgan Mannino holds up

her beloved keys.

Bryony McCullough and Aubrey Busek make a

commute.

Aubrey Busek. Bryony McCullough, Sara Hauhuth, Sara Buncmann,

CanJi Bevill, and Sterling King enjoy one of their infamous

sleepovers!



Gtmmuters /

G>iiimnt
Commuters are important to the student body at UNCSA. They give up

time with their families, money on gas, and "normal life" in order to come
to school here everyday. It is a common question: Who has it better?

Commuters? or Residents? Although arguments can be made for both, a

commuter's life is definitely different than a resident's. They get to live at

home, but come to this strangely amazing school. They get to live with

their parents, but come to a community where the adults are wackier than

the kids. It is a strange balance. Claire Kretzschmai* says,:"It's really nice

to go home and see my parents at night. However, it's almost like I live in

the dorms because I am here ALL DAY. So really, I get the perfect balance

between living with my family, but dancing here and getting to hang out

with my friends." For residents who have commuter friends, life is perfect.

For example, all of the peer leaders have come to rely on Katherine Mount
and her marvelous residence where they get to go eat breakfast. Her open

heart and wonderful cooking warms the hearts of the PLs. Commuters like

Katherine and Claire make school a better place.
Christian Covington is a

proud commuter student

Caitlin Riddle, Libby Childers, Christian Covington

and MaryMargaret Johnson en joy a meal in the

Pickle Jar before coing horiie for the dav.



Hannah Locke and Anna Maiche get ready to hit the ice.

Frozarts happened on a typical weekend in the

winter. Yet, this weekend was fUled with lots of

giggles, laughs, and many falls upon the ice.

UNCSA students crammed into two buses and

were driven to the local Lawrense Joel Veterans

Memorial Coliseum. After arri\ing, students

waited to receive their skates. \Miile many
people grew impatient and the s lloes became

scarce, the fresh pizza provided a delicious

distraction. Everyone quickly laced up their

shoes and waddled their way to the ice. Finally,

the real fun began. Although th sre were many
falls and bumpy collisions, the students of

UNCSA enjoyed a safe and smooth evening on

the ice.
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Megan DeMuro anxiously awaiting

to board the ice!
Skaters begin to speed skate!



Couples enjoying the ice!

Aubrey Busek, Lindsey Mandolini, and Bryony McCollough rockin

the ice skates.

Felix Chen and Kevin Murphy share the exciting thrill of the

trip!

FrOae
i

ll night On th€ ice

Arts!
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Zoey Norris, and

Cameron Gregg

watch the game
intensely.

And the crowd goes wild! Left to Right Front: Alex Orenstein, Zoey Norris, Cameron Gregg, g
Stevie Burkes Back: Dawn Atkins, Leslie Williams, Hayley Salmon, Patterson Floberg, Regan ^

Fairfield.
^

hoever says artists don't like sports, especially football,

is wrong. On February 1st, The Arizona Cardinals went

up against the Pittsburgh Steelers in Super Bowl XLII.

Students decided to throw a Super Bowl party in The

Gallery to root for their favorite team, and to watch the

best commercials of the year. The game was an exciting

one. In the first half, Steelers linebacker James Harrison

made a 100 yard interception to return a touchdown,

taking the lead for the Steelers. The Cardinals then

bounced back making one of the biggest comebacks in

Super Bowl history. They scored 16 points, including a

64 yard intercpetion by Larry Fitzgerald in the forth

quarter. However, with 38 seconds left on the clock

Steelers wide receiver, Santonio Holms made a breath

defying 6 yard touchdown winning the game for the

Steelers. The final score was 27 to 23: a Steelers' victory.
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Ahh Valentine's Day. A day filled with love,

hearts, candy, friendship, and Olive Garden.

Students had the opportunity to celebrate the

day of love by dressing up and enjoying a semi-

formal dinner. The Crew along with Ladies In

Arts turned Eisenburg Hall into a beautiful

venue. With music playing softly in the

background and hearts all around, students

dined on delicious food catered by Olive

Garden. Isn't love great?

Alex Hairston. Maggie Lea, Fola 1
Afolayan, Brittney Curtis, Sarah

Grerier, and Ariel Chomsbay pause for

a quick picture between courses.

Below: A group of Drama Students

spread the love at dinner including:

Regina Strayhorn, John Millbank.

Philip Atkins. Ryan Pater, Sydney

Shepard, and Zoey Norris.

0

VAtENTlIVES
DAY

DEVNER



Below; Becca Blank and Shane Rathbum are excited to come back to

UNCSA next year, but this time as college students. U]\CSA20«9
Senior year is a very important year. With

applications to fill out and auditions to go to,

the life of a senior is anything but easy. As
seniors try to stay focused on their art and

academic classes, the contagious Senioritis

virus kicks in. Symptoms of the virus include,

graduation countdowns, spending time with

friends before saying good bye, and an intense

desire to skip class. These things just seem
more important than doing an english project

or studying for a math test. However, the

persistence pays off when they get that

acceptance letter in the mail.

Right: Nathaniel Darst has been studying hard all year and now
he has a hard decision to make between Sarah Lawrence and

Columbia University.
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SlepHen Bishop will be attending

Penn State University next year. Penn

State is ranked nationally in the top

1 5 public universities.

Hannah Wilcox has been accepted

into the Cirque du Soleil data base.

Cirque du Soleil is a traveling

performing company that has

mesmorized audiences for decades.

Aubrey Busek and Ashley Brown are

excited to be Spartans next year at

the University of North Carolina at

Greensboro.

Meg Dancy will be moving to the

Windy City next year when she goes

to the School of Art Institute of

Chicago.
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1 . Editors Julia Boyes, Hannah Darrah, and

Kelly Porter along with yearbook advisor Mr.

Bohannon take a break from their tedious

work to smile for a photo.

2. Aubrey Busek asks Mr. Bohannon an

important question.

3. Julia Boyes, Kirsti Riehle, and Carrie

Petrak are glad to be a part of the yearbook

team.



4. The yearbook team is hard at work!

5. Kiera James works diligently to finish her page.

6. Delaney Wing, Elizabeth Lloyd, Emma Tilson, and

Amanda Betram are pondering what picture to place on

their spread.

7. Sterling King, Bryony McCullough, and Sara

Bunemann intently discuss the color schemes of their

pages.

8. The Yearbook Team!

9. Seve Foster is very focused on constructing an

intriguing article.

fi
%

i

X

i

Throughout the year, the yearbook team worked diligently

to create the best yearbook ever. As the yearbook advisor,

,
Mr. Bohannon guided the team in their yearbook activities.

I
The team attended school events, took candid photos,

1

wrote captivating articles, and created cohesive spreads.

Then they organized them into engaging pages. Editors,

Julia Boyes, Hannah Darrah, and Kelly Porter assisted Mr.

Bohannon in the chaotic, rewarding process of making the

I
yearbook. With the incredible collaborative efforts

Y executed by the yearbook team, they successfully

I
illustrated the crazy year at UNCSA and turned the world

W'
iqjside down. 53



Lila Thornton, Lauren

Sherwood, and Anna
Young in the back of the

liino.

It was fun to get to

see all of our friends

dressed up in fancy

clothes! We had a

great time dancing

the night away in the

beautiful building."

-Hannah Darrah
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Hillarj' Franklin. Hannah

Emerson, and Aubrey Busek

"The limos were definitely a step up from

the school buses we took to prom the year

before. Every year it just keeps getting

better! Maybe next year it'll be Beyonce!

Granted, if one thing should remain the

same, definitely the chocolate covered

strawberries... those were the jam."

-Hillary Franklin

"Welcome to the

GootHJfer
Every year at prom, juniors and seniors get decked out

and gather together to party! The theme of Prom 2008,

"Welcome to the Good Life," was inspired by Kanye
West's song. It was held on the 19th floor of the

marvelous BB&T tower downtown.

It was a night full of dancing, combined with delicious

hors d'oeuvres and refreshments. A photographer was

also there to capture memorable moments with lovely

pictures. After this night on the town, students were

taken to IHOP for a delicious midnight snack.

Ctilicjcih Smiley, L/ilu Thornton, ^
Bryony McCullough, Sara

Bunemann, Lauren Sherwood, and

Anna Young in front of the limo!

Sterhng King and Sloan Cobb with

their dates!



Beaux Arts is an annual tradition at

’ UNCSA that ends the year with a bang!

This final weekend of the year entails

^^reak Fest, the carnival, and the Beaux

Arts Ball. From drag shows to jello

westling, Beaux Arts gives students the

opportunity to have some fun before

examsT^smxfj^sion played at Beaux Arts

Ball 2008^J;jllowed by a night of dancing

in ext^agant costumes that could only be

found '^it UNCSA. Beaux Arts weekend is

certainly considered by students at UNCSA
to be^thfi biggest celebration of the year.

Sterling King and Bryony McCullough share a

jello-y embrace!

Jello toes?

Hannah Locke is about to be dunked

!

Sara Bunemann goes

rock climbing!

Students enjoy the Beaux Arts Carnival on the Hill

B A ’ ^
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Dnsv Cooistoek and Ashlev Brown were excited to be at the Ball!

mm
IX-

Sinle, Laura Chachich, Sara Berube, Hannah Locke, and Carrie

k pose before going to the Ball. ^

Caleb Hoffman. Ashley Brown, and Mac
down!

Sara Bunemann, Bi^ony McCullough, Aubrey Busek, and Sara Hauhuth
are ready to go dance

!

Mazena Puksto, Ben Rudison, Kirsti Riehle, and Sara Berube are feeling a little blue

(Right) Sterling King and Sara

Hauhuth laugh while waiting in line.

I (Left); Chelsea Langevm
and Corey Dundee eat

some cottob^anOy onH
• Hill.



-North Carolina School of

the Arts was the first state

supported, residental

school of the arts in the

United States.

-Texas Pete hot sauce was

created in Winston-Salem.

-In 1949, the first

NASCAR-sanctioned

event was held at Winston-

Salem's Bowman Gray

Stadium.

A. Seve Foster and Michael Clark

meet with Fall Dance cast members
^at a local IHOP restaurant.

Ashley Brown, Hillary Franklin, and

lailey Best enjoyed an evening dinner

!l2^'at a local Winston-Salem restaurant.

C. After purcfiKing coffee from Krankie's,

Meg ISaton relJkes with a group of friends.^'

-Children of the Corn II:

Final Sacrifice (1993),

Hellraiser III: Hell on

Earth (1992) were filmed

in the Winston-Salem

Triad Area.

-The Town of Salem was!

founded in 1766 and the

Town of Winston was

founded in 1849.

Later in 1913, the two

towns merged.

- The nation's first Arts

council was founded in

Winston-Salem. The city

is known as "The City of

the Arts."

-Winston-Salem is

included in the best big

city for golf in America.

On
-Ben Folds, the acclaimed

musician, singer, and

songwriter, was bom in

Winston-Salem.

-The founder of the Hanes

Company, Pleasant Hanes,

was bora in Winston-

Salem.

-Maya Angelou is a

resident of Winston-Salem.
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UNCSA's location has always set it aparifrom other

art schools in the nation. While most conservatories

are up north in the "city that never sleeps", UNCSA
is stuck in its own bubble of Winston-Salem,

may have had doubts about Winston-Salem from tti

beginning. "What's so great about this random

North Carolina city?" From first impressions,

Winston-Salem may seem a bit rough around the

edges. But after a few bus trips, taxi rides, and

afternoon walks, students begin to realize the uni

beauty of Winston-Salem.

Salem
? To inform you of some Winston-Salem history, we

I must start from the very beginning. The city of

^ Winston-Salem was founded in 1753 by Bishop

August Gottlieb Spangenberg. Spangenberg was

r given orders by the Moravian church to search for

? new land. As a respectable man, Spangenberg

obeyed these wishes and set forth on a torturous 3

[ 1/2 month journey. After facing freezing conditions

in Boone, and almost dying of malaria in Granville

f County, he ended his travels on the shores of Muddy
t

. Creek. Present day students of UNCSA are thankful

m for Spangenberg's achievements. Where else would

m our school be located?

D. The Juice Shop at Thruway Mall is a

popular smoothie shop that students visit

on Sunday afternoons.

E. Caleb and Khara walk to Katherine

Mount's house to meet with Peer Leaders

for a morning breakfast.

F. Katherine Mount, Drew Comstock,

and Lindsey Mandolini take a break from

their meal at Mary's Of Course Cafe.

G. Morgan Ferri jumps off the bus after

riding to and from Thruway Mall.
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1 . Kaitlyn Sines, Colin Laursen, Rachel Laws, Kevin Zang, Kyle Anne Bell

kill time chilling on the bench.

2. Emily Wolfe and Elizabeth Homick quiz each other before a chemistry
test.

3. Katie Clark, Baron Fenwick, Natasha Kovacs, Cameron Flynt, and

Christian Gray enjoy a Friday afternoon in the academic hall.

4. The Academic Faculty!

5. During calculus class, Orin Laursen and Grayson Driver discuss

differential equations.

6. Mrs. Coyle helps Maggie Lea with the extremely difficult concepts in

calculus.

7. Jon Carroll and Chelsea Langevin are so excited for academic classes!

8. During a break, Tessa Blackman sews shoes while John Lodgek reads a

book for English.

9. Before their next class, Phillip Atkins and Katie Clark study intensely.

10. Cody Hayman quietly reading?

1 1 . Whitney Campbell and Jennifer Jeong smile for a picture.
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Academics

Not only are UNCSA students talented artists, but they are also academically driven.

While the days are occupied with numerous arts classes, they must find time to study for

demanding classes including English, chemistry, math, and history. Studying for tests,

writing papers, and doing projects is close to impossible when preparing for a

performance, art showing, or recital. However, understanding, enthusiastic teachers

make our entire high school education more enjoyable - if high school education can be

described this way.

Since time is very limited at UNCSA, students spend a good amount of time doing

homework during breaks (if any) in the general academic hall. Particularly during lunch

time, the academic hall is lined with groups frantically cramming in their last minutes of

studying. Is it possible to memorize material for a three chapter test during a 40 minute

lunch break? A UNCSA student can make this possible. As artists they have the

intense determination to succeed at anything they do.



The 8th grade had the opportunity to work with artist

and co-director of Cat Bird Press, Tobaccoville N.C,

Terry Schupbach-Gordon. Terry was doing a book

project with her friend, Roy Rhodes, who had written

several poems about animals. Mrs. Schupbach-Gordon

was in the process of illustrating and printing an edition

of handmade books and wanted to involve students in

the project. The 8th graders used the Penguin poem for

their woodcuts and handmade books. After Terry

taught students how to make the woodcuts, she returned

with the prints and helped students put their books

together, using handmade paper and hand-sewn

bindings. The books were on exhibit in the Semans

Library and was scheduled to travel to Gambler, Ohio,

as part of the exhibit featuring the poem collection

Animalia. A ^

Academic
Projects

In Ms. Moss's World Cultural History Class, juniors and seniors

explored how the media affects the world today. They looked at

films, read, and analyzed many advertisements. Results were

startling: the media can, and does glamorize smoking, dehumanize

women, and make people unsatisfied with who they are. Students

then had to take what they learned about the power of advertisement

and create an ad of their own that convinced an audience to buy a

product as well as an underlying message about our culture.These

students researched all of this in order to better themselves and their

understanding of American culture. With the knowledge they now
possess, they can go out into the world, willing and ready to defy

the media.
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“Grab your brush

And grab your rollers

Grab your ladders

Grab your strollers

Were going paintin’ today!” - Mr. Wilson (and

Sarah Berube)

The geometry classes of this year were tired of the

"bare angle-side-side” wall behind them.

Therefore, with permission from the office, they

decided to paint the wall with geometric shapes.

Instead, they ended up with a geometric disaster as

Mr. Wilson likes to call it.

The one and only, legendary,

tenth grade, poetry project.

Every year, during winter

term, the sophomores of

UNCSA spend countless

hours of precious sleeping

time researching, reading,

and writing poetry. This year

the finished product consists

of 65 different items. These

items include five poems
from five different poets from

five different centuries, with

five responses on the five

different poems. Students

also had to write a biography

on the five different poets

they chose. The project must

also have five different works

of art from an artist with five

poems written on the works

(in the style of the poets the

student chose). To top it off,

a biography on the artist the

student picked plus a

narrative about the project.

We asked Dr. Haigh what the

method behind the madness

was. He responded by saying

its purpose is “to develop

independent working skills.”

But we did not believe it.

After rethinking, he said, “[it

is] to torture my students so I

can enjoy their looks of pain

and suffering." That sounded

a little more realistic. All we
" caflrsiyis^utufe^phomores.
' 'beware of the poetry fttoject!
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Tpademapks
Miss Davis

Miss Davis is known by he|

easily recognizable glasses

with which she keeps a

watchful eye upon her

talkative students. In her

class, it is not unusual to

work problems about her

favorite "snowy tree

crickets."

Mrs. Streblow is known r

for the way she wildly

flips her hair about while

saying "Wake up!" She

calls her students "young

jedi" and livens up the

classroom with many
other quirky remarks.

Mr. Pfefferkom frequently

tucks his tie into his shirt.

Although he claims this is

to prevent being choked

by his kids, he is really

making a fasion statement.

Mrs. Moss

Mrs. Streblow

Mrs. Moss always sports

the most eclectic

clothing. She is seen

wearing outfits that are

flamboyant and worldly.

Her cheerful and globally

aware personality shine

through her everyday

look.
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Dr. Haigh is a hardcore

English fellow that fills his

students minds with the

great works of literature

and cinema. He is easily

distinguishable because of

his multiple earrings, trim

white beard, and tattoos.

I>r. Haigh

Mr. Wilson is known for

his passion for geeky math

t-shirts. He also enjoys

challenging his students

with math riddles during

lunch.

Ml*. W]]j§oii

Although many of Ms.

Pilon's students

characterize her as

comically sarcastic, she is

also identified by her ever

present lanyard.

Ms.Piloii

A day never goes by that

Mr. Milner does not

cheerfully grin at his

students. His smile

stretches from ear to ear as

he routinely announces,

"Hi I'm Mr. Milner. I will

be your teacher this year,

we're gonna laugh a little,

cry a little."

Mr.Milnei*

Mr. Bo is the witty

teacher that is often seen

dangerously spinning

scissors around his finger

or juggling them. When
students stop by his room
at lunch they must

prepare to take cover

from flying scissors and

inane jokes.

Bo(haiiiioii)
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This page is devoted to the ^^pnderful arts faculty at our school. Man
see UNCSA as a school of artist\ but many tend to forget the hard

working teachers who are here tqsupport the growth and development (

all the young talent that is at our school. If you have ever taken your

teachers for granted, consider thJ effort they put in to teach you. Your

teachers are artists too and take^xtra care in passing down their

knowledge. Just as you put iMong hours to p^fect your aft form,

^eachers put in long hours t^nelp you. Perhap^s, one of the most
,

mjiDOTtant things to rem^iaroer is that our teachers have extensive

bacK§NiaQ^^i,J^g|gy^^*^are with us to make us better artists. With all

,iheSe TFiihgssQmind it is easy to see why every day should be teacher

appreciation da^Sw
/

Drama faculty members accompany their students

on the annual Chicago trip to offer direction and

. support during the auditions.



The Vivacious Visual

Arts Faculty

The Dazzling Dance
Faculty



Ms. Maggie is always smiling when she greets students like Aubrey Busek as they enter the

cafeteria.

(above): A group of our janitorial staff gather in

the pickle jar. (below): Police officers stand

alert as they watch over our campus.

These friencily faces we see

around campus from day to

day make up our campus staff.

From Ms. Maggie's warm
welcomes in the cafeteria to

friendly greetings from our

janitorial staff, our campus

staff always maintains a smile.

The pickle jar is always

bustling with hungry students,

but fortunately our snack bar

employees keep things on

task. We have a dutiful

campus police that works to

ensure our safety. We are

lucky to have such a hard

working group of individuals

taking care of our school.



(left): One of the pickle jar employees smiles for the camera as he makes

sandwichs. (above): Ms. Pearlie always stays fabulous on the job.

(right): A member of our janitorial staff works hard at keeping our floors

clean.

Ms. Queen is the head pickle of the

pickle jar.



Above: Anne White looking proudly into the camera.

Below: Susan answering an important call.

i \ *

\. . X

1

r
Below: Judson looking for a

important file.

Above: Lisa and Sheni pose for

the camera.

X _v

Inside the Kenan Student Life Center are several people who
are working together in order to keep our school running and

an enjoyable place to be. Anne White is the Vice Chancellor

for Students. She keeps our school straight by organizing and

running residential life, counseling services, new student

orientation, student success, and student health services. Alice

Thompson is Anne White’s right hand woman and serves as

the Executive Assistant to the Vice Chancellor. Alice also

organizes necessary transportation for students. Susan Mecum
is the Administrative Assistant and is the one you go to in

order to register for the SAT. ACT, or even to get tickets for

prom. The head of Student Success for UNCSA is Debbie

Frezell. Steve Gallagher and Judson Fraley help her with

organizing events and trips. They are crucial by giving

opportunities for fun trip and school socials. In the Counseling

and Disability Services are Denise Lewis and Gwen Frisbie-

Fulton. Denise is the Le^ing Specialist and caters to those

with any learning disabilities and troubles in school. Gwen
Frisbie-Fulton is the Case Manager for our school and you can

go to her with your problems and she will work with you to

find a solution and ease the stress each student experiences

here at UNCSA. Each person is important to our school and

put in the extra elbow grease to make each student’s life better.

Below: Denise Lewis working hard

on her computer.

Above: Gwen is attentively

listening to a student.
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Nakita and Deont'a Sitting at the front desk

The 2008-2009 Residence Life Staff has

provided an enjoyable living environment

the UNCSA high schol students. Most

of this year's staff is new to the campus,

the new members include Scott Hendeshot,

Nyambi Shannon, Deont'a Mcchester, and

Susan Johnson-Taylor. There have ben a

few changes to this year's rules and

regulations. Without curfew at a set time

for eah grade level, students no longer

have to wory about cramming in those

extra hours of community serivce. This

year's system also allows students to

mingle outside of their rooms for an extra

hour after in-room curfew. The Residence

Life has provided several entertaining and

educational socials including Sex in the

Dark, Game Night, and Diversity Week.

The individuals of Residence Life

deseerve a sincere thank you for all of their

work in making the UNCSA's dormitories

a safe and comfortable living environment.

To Left: Sara and Alex showing each

other some love.

To Right: Scott and Jess taking time

to share a precious memorey.
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While UNCSA lacked an eigth grade class in the

2007-2008 school year, this year they have

returned! The eighth grade class has always added
a special element to our school and we are happy to

have them again. From ballet to guitar, these seven

students are true artists. They can always be found

working studiously while creatively stretching

their minds or practicing their art major in a studio.

They each demonstrate incredible potential, hard

work, and determination!

Olivia and Stephen work on their North Carolina project.

Samantha concentrates to finish her paper!

Toria, Shelby, and Olivia anxiously wait for the

elevator to move so they can get to lunch!



Ulivi^irarerson

Shelby Finnic

Samantha Griffin

ToriaWfengum

Stephen mkagawa
Katherine Sherwooi

Jesse Sykes
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Rachel Armstrong

Kyle Bell

Rebekah Burke

Meredith Carrington

Benjamin Ingel

Colin Laursen

Rachel Laws
Rebecca Mclauchlan

Kevin Murohy
Ellen Olivi

Zoe Roberts

Kaitlin Sines

Jacqueline Smither

Miles Sollars White

Taylor Speagle,

Kevin Zheng

James Fenwick

Joshua Hall

Allegra Haritan

Kimberly Idol
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^le^^rd Tenth Grad^«
Eclectic, ' L -> >a^O

p^Dawn Atkins

Amanda Bertram

Sarah Berube

Grace Brewer

Stevie Burkes

Lindsay Carter

il Mary Clements

Ariana Czemobil

Kayleigh Danowski

Sara Devinney

Regan Fairfield

Anna Fancourt

Zesty^ IntenseoFabnloug



Said ii^t Describes UnCSA
•

Unmiial.

Elizabeth Lloyd

Ronald Long
j

Kelly Mackie I

Anna Maiche

Kelsey Maiorano

Dave Naquin
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Davida Peterson

Caroline Phillips

Jack Rice

' Casey Sauls

Brielle Scully

Shannon Sollars White

inverse

Benjamin Rudisin

Hayley Salmon

Tyler Sandborn

m
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Rainbows Or Birkenstf)cks?

Hannah Weeks
Leslie Williams

Delaney Wing

Hey 10th Graders,

So I bet you are expecting your run of the mill, boring yearbook article;

well sorry to disappoint you! Do you remeber that survey that Dr. Haigh
made you do during poetry project? Well, it was actually a survey for

yearbook! If you look all over the tenth grade spreads you will see the ;

results to the survey you took, the word that is bold is the answer that was
chosen the most, if the whole thing is unbolded, it means there was a tie.

There are 35 questions, can you find them all? M

Kelly Mackie

m^Ouirkv^ Differenig Unforgettable

wr 1
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When Kelley Katzenmeyer was asked how
her junior year has been, she simply replied

with a big smile, “crazy.” When Christian

“CovingtOT was a’sked the^me question,

seemingly puzzled by it, he described his year

as “uh.” Yes, crazy and uh are appropriate

words to describe junior year because juniors

are faced with the extremely challenging task

of maintaining good grades in academic

classes while also succeeding in arts classes.

Kelley proudly said, “I have developed a

strong work ethic and I think for myself.”

Although juniors have not written numerous

college applications or auditioned for desirable

jobs as many seniors have, thinking about what

to do in the future has been just as difficult. In

order to apply for colleges in the future, many
juniors have attempted to conquer the very,

very, very lengthy and mind-boggling tests: the

SAT and ACT. Fortunately, they are allowed

to take the tests multiple times so if one does

terribly, they can always try again and again!

Despite a rigorous schedule, juniors still

have fun with their friends during the late

nights in the dorms and trips to downtown
Winston-Salem. These friendships and

memories will last a lifetime. Congratulations

juniors! You are one more step closer to high

school graduation!

1 . Chelsea Robicheau and Morgan
Chmielewski look inquisitively at

Grayson Driver.

2. Alexandra DeRome flashes a

smile on a beautiful fall day.

3. Christian Covington and Hannah

Locke willingly take a study break

to smile at the camera.

I
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Kate Archer

Franklin Barefoot

Paige Berrier

Hannah Bodenhamer

Dario Calabro

Jacob Cavell

Laura Chachich

Morgan Chmielewski

Lucy Clark

Christian Covington

Jeffrey Coward

Megan DeMuro

Alexandra DeRome
Shannon Dixon

Ryan Dodge
Grayson Driver
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Caroline Ewen
Daniel Paris

Benjamin Freedman

Eric Fricke

Colin Fullerton

Christian Gray

Daniel Griffiths

Rebecca Hausman

Carlie Herron

Caleb Hoffman

Yu Kyung Hwang
Daren Jackson

Eve Jacobs

Alexander Johnson

Mary Margaret Johnson

Molly Jo Jones
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Raven Joyner

Kelley Katzenmeyer

Alixandra Kish

Natasha Kovacs

Khara Kowalski

Claire Kretzschmar

Christina LaForgia

Andrea Lankester

Mackenzie Lee

Zoe Lewis

Hannah Locke

Katherine Love

Obadja Ludwig

Morgan Mannino

Ashley Mitchell

Luke Nystrom

It up in Mr.

Bohannon's room.

Center: Colin

Fullerton looking vely

fashionable in a...

jacket-hat-scarf?

Right: Luke NystroBI

performing in the

Connector



Malcolm Ogden
Alexandra Orenstein

Erin Parsons

Carrie Petrak

Rebecca Place

Ivan Potter Smith

Mazena Puksto

Jillian Ratledge

Caitlin Riddle

Kirsti Riehle

Eric Rinehart

Richard Roberts

Terris Roberts

Chelsea Robicheau

Natalie Robles

Emeleia Roten
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Ornn\

Morgan Rouse

Sara Seger

Jaclyn Smith

Jacob Stainback

Kimberly Treadaway

Alexei Tretick

Christina Tyler

Cooper Verona

Emily Wilson

Sierra Wingate-Bey

Maxwell Witt

Emily Wolfe

Jerry Wyatt

Shelly Zeiser

Left: Ali Kish, Shelly Zeiser, and Claire

Kretzschmar are happily working on a

Calculus FRQ!
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So this is love?

Best Couple

Drew Comstock & Shelby Panttaja



Ryan Pater & Julia Boyes

Supreme Beings

Best All Around

I
Giggle Boxes

Best Laugh

Amy Falls & Michael Clark

Never met lather
Mos^JBnique

Ariel Chc*D»TO.v & Austin Tavlor

Almost Rich and Famous
Most Likely to Succeed

Corey Dundee & Samantha

Miller

Hello, what's your name?

Most Outgoing

Drew Comstock & Ashley Brown

Style Stars

Best Dressed

Sydney Shepherd & Natty Darst

So I was like and then he was

like...

Most Dramatic

Cameron Flynt & Aubrey

Busek
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"We are all visitors to this time, this place. We are just passing

through. Our purpose here is to observe, to learn, to grow, to love...

and then we return home. "-Australian Aboriginal Proverb

"Emancipate yourself from mental slavery, none but ourselves can free

our minds." -Bob Marley

"You must be the change you seek in the world." -Ghandi

Legalize the Herb.

"Oh Shiiit"- 1 love you Becky forever and always. You are my heart

and soul.

To Aslan Rolston, Hannah Darrah, Reagan Sehring, Samantha Miller:

You will forever be ingrained in my heart. I love you dearly. Thank

you.

Phillip

Atkins

Taylor

Aldrich

Folaramtiii

Afolayanj
"An artist must be free to choose what he does, certainly, but

must also never be afraid to do what he might choose." -Langston

Hughes

"Mistakes are a fact of life; it is the response to the error that

counts."

-Nikki Giovanni

"Party, party, turn up the music!" -George C. Wolfe

"Talent is an amalgam of high sensitivity; easy vulnerability; high

sensory equipment (seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, tasting—

intensely); a vivid imagination as well as a grip on reality; the desire

to communicate one's own experience and sensations, to make one's

self heard and seen.

"

-Uta Hagen

"To everything that has been. Thanks! To everything that will be.

Yes!" -David Connell

"You are enough! !"-UNCSA School of Drama Faculty

"I WANT A CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE!!" -Geordie Macminn
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"All I can do is be me, whoever that is." -Bob Dylan

"Thank god they cannot cut down the clouds." -Henry David

Thoreau

"And I don't know who I am. But life is for learning."

-Joni Mitchell

"So just live. Make mistakes, and have wonderful times,

but never, ever second guess who you are, where you have

been, and most importantly, where it is that you are going."

-Sex and the City

Hailey

Best

Emily

Baiuiermaii

"True, we love life, not because we are used to living, but

because we are used to loving. There is always some
madness in love, but there is also always some reason in

madness."

-Friedrich Nietzche

"Our past is to be respected and acknowledged, but

not to be worshiped. It is our future in which we will

find our greatness." -Pierre Trudeau

Gimeryn
BeviU

Stephen
Bishop



Darryl
Black

Residence Life, keyin' in.

-J.J. Watts

Tes§a

Blackman

"Life isn't about waiting for the storm to pass; it's about learning to

dance in the rain."

"Never regret anything because at one time it was exactly what you

wanted."

"What's meant to be will always find its way."

f:.

Rebecca,

Blank

Julia

Boyes

"Goodbye is too good a word. So I'll just say fare thee well."

-Bob Dylan

"I'll Stand, my soul, LORD, to you surrendered. All I am is yours."

"I have been crucified with Christ; and it is no longer I that live, but

Christ living in me: and that life which I now live... I live in faith, the

faith which is the son of God, who loved me, and gave himself up

for me."- Galatians 2:20

"Sometimes you have to watch someone love something before you

can love it yourself. It is as if they are showing you the way."

-Mommy and Daddy: you've always loved me; now, I finally see.-

(I love you)
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"Be who you are, and say what you feel, because those who mind
don't matter, and those who matter don't mind."- Dr. Seuss

"Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the

things you didn't do than by the ones you did do. So throw off the

bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in

your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover."

-Mark Twain

"Believing in yourself never goes out of style." -Elle Woods

JlpF Ashley

Brown

"A man can be one of two things in this world- he can be

oh so smart or oh so pleasant. I've tried smart; I

recommend pleasant."

-Jimmy Stewart, from Harvey

My name is Curtis now! !

!

"I would rather entertain and hope people learned

something, than educate people and hope they were

entertained.

"

-Walt Disney

Christopher

Brown

Gahriella

Brown

Taylor
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Sara

Bunemanii

"I know that God has bestowed upon me a great gift, which in itself is

a most tremendous responsibility. To neglect it would be criminal." -

Ansel Adams
"What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters

compared to what lies within us." -Ralph Waldo Emerson

"To those who stuck by my side, we made it! We proved everyone

wrong who told us we couldn't do it. I can't wait to see all the

amazing things that all of you are going to do with your lives. I love

you guys to death! Congrats Class of 2009!! - Bunemann

Aubrey
Busek

Whitney
CampbeU

"You're blessed when you're content with just who you are— no

more, no less. That's the moment you find yourselves proud owners

of everything that can't be bought."

"You're blessed when you care. At the moment of being 'care-full,'

you find yourselves being cared for."

"You're blessed when your commitment to God provokes

persecution. The persecution drives you even deeper into God's

kingdom." -Matthew 5:5, 5:7, 5:10 - The Message

"Fashions fade, but style is eternal." -Coco Chanel

To my eternal friends. We've been together through it all. I can't

wait to see where our lives go. I love you all more than words.

"Everything is the greatest thing that could ever happen to you."

- Jim Carrey

Jofiatban

Cajmroll

Michael: What was the most inspiring thing I've ever said to you?

Dwight: "Don't be an idiot." Changed my life. Whenever I am
about to do something, I think, would an idiot do that? And if they

would, I do not do that thing.

The Office Season Three
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"Dance is about never ending aspiration." - Judith Jamison

"I have discovered in life that there are ways of getting almost

anywhere you want to go, if you really want to." - Langston

Hughes

"God gives us dreams a size too big so that we can grow into

them." -Unknown
"You have within you the strength, the patience, and the passion

to reach the stars and change the world." - Unknown

"What liesbehind us and what lies before us are tiny matters

compared to what lies within us."

- Ralph Waldo Emerson

KiaLaToi
Charles

Elizabeth

Childers

Ariel

Chornsbay
9



Abigail

Clark

Michael

Clark

Sloan

Cobb

Drew
Comstock

"Tell me, what is it you plan to do with your one wild and

precious life?"

-Mary Oliver

"True honesty takes true bravery."

"Confidence, power, passion, conviction, and energy; with these,

one finds greatness."

"Without the lows there would be no highs. Life is built through

contrast."

"Have a Japanese wedding in your rib cage."

"Life is merely a balance."

"You need a strong trunk to weather any storm."

"It is my family and friends who make me truly wealthy."

Here's to the nights we felt alive.

Here's to the tears you knew you'd cry.

Here's to goodbye.

Tomorrow's going to come too soon.

-Eve 6

"There comes a time when you have to stop revving up the car and

shove it in gear." - David Mahoney
"For beautiful eyes look for the good in others; for beautiful lips,

speak only words of kindness; and for poise, walk with the

knowledge that you are never alone." - Audrey Hepburn

"Don't go around saying the world owes you a living. The world

owes you nothing. It was here first."

- Mark Twain

"Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind

don't matter and those who matter don't mind."

- Dr. Seuss

"Stay Classy."

- Ron Burgundy



"Wherever you go, there you are."

"I like nonsense; it wakes up the brain cells.

Fantasy is a necessary ingredient for living; it's a

way of looking at life through the wrong end of the

telescope. Which is what I do, and that enables

you to laugh at life's realities."

- Dr. Seuss

"You can't help anyone else until you've helped

yourself."

".
. .and it was good."

"Happy colors."

"She made herself this promise: she would never be used, she

would always be free, she would follow her heart wherever it

might take her, and in this way she would discover her own
understanding of the world."

-In the Garden, Kim Edwards

"Every tree and plant in the meadow seemed to be dancing,

those which average eyes would see as fixed and still."

- Rumi

Cyntliia

Cukieinik

Bpittany

Ciiptis

Margaret
Dancy



Nathaniel

Darst

"Den h0jre, den h0jre fod er maegtig god.

Den hopper og danser I stpvler og sko,

Men hvad g0r den venstre?

Den venstre?

Den venstre siger hop sa sa"

Rebekah
Downing

Corey

Dundee

"Courage is not the absence of fear. Courage is the

presence of fear and the will to continue."

"There you go man, keep as cool as you can. Face piles

and piles of trials with smiles. It riles them to believe that

you perceive the web they weave. And keep on thinking

free." - Moody Blues

"There is no dark side of the moon really. Matter of fact

it's all dark." - Pink Floyd

"Giggity."

hope

faith

life

love

dream

joy

truth

soul

-E.E. Cummings



"For myself, I hold no preference among flowers,

so long as they are wild, free, spontaneous.

Bricks to all greenhouses!" -Edward Abbey

"It's the world," said Dean. "My God!" he cried,

slapping the wheel. "It's the world!"

-J.K.

You'll find my friend, that what you love will take you

places you never dreamed you'd go." - Tony Kushner



HiUaryl
Franklin

HoUy
Fulton

Christopher

Gelh

^ "Commit to the LORD whatever you do, and your plans will succeed."

-Proverbs 16:3

am a dancer. I believe that we learn by practice. Whether it means to

^ learn to dance by practicing dancing or to learn to live by practicing

living... In each it is the performance of a dedicated precise set of acts,

physical or intellectual, from which comes shape of achievement, a

sense of one's being, a satisfaction of spirit. One becomes in some area

an athlete of God."

-Martha Graham, c. 1953

hank you Aunt Sylvia and Grandma. You are both amazing and I love

you. -Seve

"Envy is ignorance; imitation is suicide." - Emerson

"And the tree was happy." - Shel Silverstein

"Makng the simple complicated is commonplace; making

the complicated simple, awesomely simple, that's

creativity." - Charles Mingus
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^
"A mighty flame followeth a tiny spark."

* -Dante Alighieri

r- "If I were given the opportunity to present a gift to the next

generation, it would be the ability for each individual to

^ learn to laugh at himself." -Charles Schulz

% "I am hitting my head against the walls, but the walls are

L giving way." -Gustav Mahler

I''

"Be content with what you are, and wish not change; nor

dread your last day, nor long for it."

-Marcus Aurelius

"Success is a function of persistence and doggedness and the

I willingness to work hard for twenty two minutes and to make

I
sense of something that most people would give up on after thirty

I
seconds."

1: -Malcolm Gladwell

"Make it new." -Ezra Pound

Timothy
Gladding

Cameron
IGregg
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E>'aii

Helbig

Gentry
Hodnett

"Success is not the key to happiness. Happiness is the key to success.
^

If you love what you are doing, you will be successful."

-Herman Cain

$

"To be yourself in a world that is constantly trying to make you a

something else is the gr eatest accomplishment." -Ralph Waldo
[

Emerson
|

"Whether you think you can, or whether you think you can't, you're
j

right."
I

-Henry Ford |

I

I'

[

t
i

i

"Kiss today goodbye, the sweetness and the sorrow. We
|

did what we had to do, and I can't regret what I did for %

love."
I

I
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"But at the same time I wish

there was something I wanted

as badly as he wanted to fry himself."

-Don Marquis

"Such sweet compulsion doth in music lie."

-John Milton

Young In

Hur

"You cannot tell whether a person is good or bad by

his vicissitudes in life. Good and bad fortune are

matters of fate. Good and bad actions are man's way.

Retribution of good and evil is taught simply as a

moral lesson."

Love, Peace, and Arts



Sterling

King

Hannah
Krieger

I L&#9829;VE THE PEOPLE IN UNCSA, I L&#9829;VE
BOA, I L&#9829;VE SAILOR MOON, I L&#9829;VE
DISNEY, I L&#9829;VE HATS BY ED HARDY, I

L&#9829;VE COMPUTER GAMES, I L&#9828;VE
MONEY, and I L&#9828;VE YOU! !

!

"And we should consider every day lost in which we have

not danced at least once. And we should call every truth

false which was not accompanied by at least one laugh." -

Friedrich Nietzsche

"It is impossible to touch someone so lightly as to not

leave a mark." -Anonymous

"It is not

majority.

worth an intelligent man's time to be in the

By definition, there are enough people to do

that."

-G.H. Hardy
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"Minds are like parachutes: they only function when open." -Thomas

Dewar

"The most important thing an artist can do is to stay open and be

used as a creative vessel without allowing yourself to get in the way.

If you allow your heart to dance... your body will follow."

-Mia Michaels

"Your talent is God's gift to you. What you do with it is your gift

back to God." -Leo Buscaglia

"Dare to be who you are." -Trish Casey

"Don't brood. Get on with living and loving. You don't have

forever." -Leo Buscaglia

"You cannot find yourself in the past or future. The only place

where you can find yourself is in the Now."

-Eckhart Tolle

In the Now, I love my art; in the Now, I love the people around me;

and in the Now, I love who I am and who I am becoming. In the

Now... I love. I will carry this with me until I am old and gray and

remember how I got to where I'll be and love it more than ever

before. The best is always yet to come.

"The best kind of friend is the one you could sit on a porch

with, never saying a word, and walk away feeling like that

was the best conversation you've had."

-Author Unknown
"Two out of three ain't bad."

-Meat Loaf

i '

Seunghim
Lee

Jonathan
Lodgek
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"Conscience is a man's compass."-Vincent Van Gogh"
Andrew Largeman: "There's a handful of normal kid things I kinda

missed." i

Sam: "There's a handful of normal kid things I kinda wish I'd missed." j

- Garden State

"There is no such thing as fear... only adventure. "-Dianne Markham
j

George
MarshaU

Candy
MartineaE

"You must renounce all superficiality, all convention, all vanity and

delusion. "-Gustav Mahler

"Do I contradict myself? Very well, then, I contradict myself. I am
large, I contain multitudes. "-Walt Whitman

Clouds open and light shines through.

Elevated by resolution.

Brisk air awakes my soul.

In the vivid light of my soul's eyes there is no ambiguity.

"Moisture is the essence of wetness, and wetness is the essence of

beauty." - Derek Zoolander (Zoolander)

"I'm a hot little potato right now." -Mugatu (Zoolander)

"Sweet Lincoln's Mullet." -Ron Burgundy (Zoolander)

"First you must find... another shrubbery! (dramatic chord) Then,

when you have found the shrubbery, you must place it here, beside

this shrubbery, only slightly higher so you get a two layer effect

with a little path running down the middle. ("A path! A path!")

Then, you must cut down the mightiest tree in the forest... with... a

herring!" -Monty Python and the Holy Grail

DENIM! *pelvic thrust* -Rosie Shore

W
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"No wonder you're late. Why, this clock is

exactly two days slow! "-The Mad Hatter

"To the world you may be one person, but to

one person you may be the world. "-unknown

"Do not be chased by your fears, but led by your

dreams."

-Who cares, it's awesome

"A fool thinks himself to be wise, but a wise man knows
himself to be a fool." -William Shakespeare

"Silly things do cease to be silly if they are done by

sensible people in an impudent way."

"The person, be it gentleman or lady, who has not pleasure

in a good novel, must be intolerably stupid." -Jane Austen

"When you do a thing with your whole soul and

everything that is noble within you, you always find your

counterpart." -Camille Pissaro

Danielle

Mecrary

Bryony
MeCullough

Samantha
MiUer
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Lauren
Morrisette

I mean, I wouldn't dip my chips in it or anything.

Katherine
Mount

Jensen
Muglia

"If my thought-dreams could be seen, they'd probably put my head

in a guillotine."

-Bob Dylan

"What is that feeling when you're driving away from people and they

recede on the plain till you see their specks dispersing? - It's the too-

huge world vaulting us, and it's good-by. But we lean forward to the

next crazy venture beneath the skies."

-On the Road, Jack Kerouac

"Ce qui embellit le desert, dit le petit prince, c'est qu'il cache un puits

quelque part..."

-Le Petit Prince, Antoine de Saint Exupery

Rae
Nickerson

"Life; I guess I'll just dive in and experience whatever smacks

me in the face."

"That closeness; I can't explain it. Security. Adventure. Who
would have thought the two could coexist?"

-Marisela Tapia

"Salt-water is the cure for everything- sweat, tears, and the sea."
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'Whenever I'm about to do something, I think 'would an idiot do

that?' and if they would, I do not do that thing."

-Dwight K. Schrute

Zoey
Norris

"The bricks may fall, but we build them back up.

Living each day like we didn't create enough."

"And it came to me then that every plan is a tiny prayer to

Father time..."

-Death Cab for Cutie

llessica

jOddono

Maria

Oglesby

Shelby

Panttaja



Natalie

Parker

i

! Ryan
Pater

One doesn't have to explain why one does music;

Music is the driving force of everything."

-Hugh Laurie

"Keep moving forward."

-Walt Disney

Enjoy life; play cello.

"Let's keep the moon awake and do

electric boogaloo."

-Red Hot Chili Peppers

Matthew
Pere*

"I never really knew what I wanted out of

life, or what I wanted to do. Now that I've

found it, I want to run with it and pursue

my dream to the highest degree. It's never

too late. Live, laugh, dance."

-Matthew Perez

KeUy
Porter

"...I better buckle down and try to come up with

something nice to say to you... You don't smell nearly

as bad as you did when you were a freshman. Does

that count?"

-Mr. Bo
"A cheerful look brings joy to the heart."

-Proverbs 15:30

"Be joyful always; pray continually; give thanks in

all circumstances." -IThessalonians 5:16-18



"Yeah?"

-Tom from "This Property is Condemned
Cameron
Prevaffe

"Hey you! That's clever... Female! 6 or 77! Wait...

my laundry's in the laundry! Wha??? You're clever!

Bye yo!"

"May your heart always be joyful,

May your song always be sung.

May you stay forever young."

-Bob Dylan

r:".-
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Shane
RatiUbnni



Aslan

Rolston

Julian

Samahl

"My hands tend to be full enough dealing with people who hate

me for who I am. Concentrate too hard on the millions of people

who hate you for what you are, and you're likely to turn into one

of those unkempt, sloppy dressers who sag beneath the weight of

the two hundred political buttons they wear pinned to their coats

and knapsacks." -David Sedaris

"I like pleasure spiked with pain and music is my aeroplane."

-Red Hot Chili Peppers

Amy
Saundei*

"I've learned that you can tell a lot about a person by the

way he/she handles three things: a rainy day, lost luggage,

and tangled Christmas Tree lights; I've learned that making

a living is not the same thing as making a life; I've learned

that I still have a lot to learn."

-Maya Angelou

Do you... enjoy... knives?

-Harold and Maude



"One sees clearly only with the heart. What is essential is

invisible to the mind.

"

-Antoine de Saint Exupery

Sydney
Skepherd

"Life isn't about waiting for the storm to pass, it's about learning

dance in the rain." -Anonymous

"Be who you are and say what you feel because those who mind

don't matter, and those who matter don't mind." -Dr. Seuss

"Once you have tasted flight, you will forever walk the earth with

your eyes skyward, for there you have been and there you will

always long to return." -Leonardo Da Vinci

"Attack life; it's going to kill you anyway." -Steven Coallier

"You miss 100% of the shots you don't take." -Wayne Gretzky

"Hakuna Matata" -The Lion King

Taylor

Skepkerd

"Sometimes the things that may or may not be true are the

things that matter the most. That people are basically good;

that honor, courage, and virtue mean everything; that power

and money, money and power mean nothing; that good always

triumphs over evil. And I want you to remember this. Doesn't

matter if it's true or not. You see, a person should believe in

those things because those are the things worth believing in."

-Second Hand Lions

Lauren
JSkerwood
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Therese
Slattei*

"Don't feel sad cause it's a violent world But there's still beauty

I'll take care of you if you take care of me."

-of Montreal

"I'm goin' to my momma house!"

"Sunshine daisies, butter mellow, Turn this stupid, fat rat yellow!"

-Ronald Weasly

"My Middle name is Kurt, not Fart." - Dwight K. Schrute

"Aeeeehhh!" - A baby

"Everybody's got to live their life and God knows I've got to live mine."

-The Smiths

"I plan to be bigger than Little Bear."

"While your head is spinning Hold tight, it's just beginning."

-The Decemberists

"Bring me a bowl of coffee before I turn into a goat."

-J.S. Bach

CaUeJa
Smiley

Jordan
Smink

"'For I know the plans I have for you,' declares the LORD, 'Plans to

prosper you and not harm you, plans to give you a hope and a future.'"

Jeremiah 29: 1

1

"And will you succeed? Yes indeed, yes indeed! Ninety-eight and

three- quarters percent guaranteed."

-Dr. Seuss

"And then my heart with pleasure fills, and dances with the daffodils."

William Wordsworth

"Everyone who competes in the games goes into strict training. They

do it to get a crown that will not last; but we do it to get a crown that

will last forever."

- 1 Corinthians 9:25

"If I were to die right now, what would I have to show

For all the years I've breathed this air? I really do not know.

I hope I made a difference in the lives that mattered to me.

And if that's all I've ever done, that's who I want to be.

Maybe I never left my mark on that Hollywood walk of fame.

But when the LORD asks what I've done, I will be free of shame.

So what I'm not a shooting star, maybe I'll never be.

I'm just a charred, scarred piece of rock, but you've got a friend in

me."

i

i

i

j

i

{

i
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I plan to be more than just a dog. And Rosie."

"NCSA forever." -UNCSA

"There are two things in this reality that are infinite- The
universe, and human stupidity... And I am not sure about

the universe..." - Albert Einstein

"Resistance is futile." -The Borg

Katherine

Stankewicz

Regina
Strayhorn
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Musette

Strong

"Sometimes life's so much cooler when you just don't know any

better and all the painful lessons have not hammered your head open

yet." -Anthony Kiedis

"I'm not going to change the way I look or the way I feel to conform

to anything. I've always been a freak. So I've been a freak all my life

and I have to live with that, you know. I'm one of those people."

- John Lennon

Neil Austin

Taylor
"It's a nice day today." -Nick Cannon

"One day, the sky torn apart by anger and fire will weep snow

instead of ash." -Austin Taylor

"Live your questions now, and perhaps even without knowing

it, you will live along some distant day into your answers."

-Rainer Maria Rilke

"The only thing I fear more than change is no change. The

business of being static makes me nuts."

-Twyla Tharp
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"Victory belongs to the most persevering."

-Napoleon Bonaparte

The artist is the PHOENIX who bums to emerge."

-Janet Fitch

Mckenzie
WaU

Sparkle

Wal§li

\

1



Christopher

Wells

When I draw, I don't just draw; I love to step into my world,

breathe the air, and enjoy the company of my creations."

Paul
Whitman

"Cherries are red."-A.J. Harvey

"Ending a sentence with a preposition is something up with which I

will not put. "-Winston Churchill

"I cannot pretend to feel impartial to the colors. I rejoice with the

brilliant ones, and am genuinely sorry for the poor browns." -

Winston Churchill
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Andrew Jackson... and his beloved Rachel. "-Paul Pfefferkom

"The flames of hell are lickin' your tuccus! "-James Albritten

"I ran. ..I ran so far away."-SNL Digital Short

YOU- you got what I need. But you say he just a friend."-Biz

Markie

"Je voudrais un croissant. "-Flight of the Conchords

"Je me sens exothermique."-Coralie Lamaire

"Teamwork makes the dream work. "-Jonathan Franco

Jasmine
Wilson

"It may be hard for an egg to turn into a bird; it would be a jolly

sight harder for it to learn to fly while remaining an egg. We are

like eggs at present. And you cannot go on indefinitely being

just an ordinary, decent egg. We must be hatched or go bad." -

C.S. Lewis

I:

Brandon
Woods

*Not Pictured: Jeff Fogleman, Hsin-I Huang, Jules Meyer,

Jessica Oddono, and Gaivs Tunstall



Ashley Brown
Ashley,

We are so proud of you! It is hard to

believe that you are already graduating from

high school! You have learned so much and

have grown into such a beautiful young

lady. We love you very much! And never

forget that "A Dream is a Wish Your Heart

Makes"

Love,

Mom and Grandma
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Dear Sara,

From humble beginnings at Mallory Graham's in High Point, to

grand stages across the United States and the World, we have

watched you develop into a beautiful young lady. We are so proud

of you and all that you have accomplished. Remember there is no

challenge that hard work and love can't conquer. Keep reaching!

Uteco

Love,

Mom and Dad



you have 6een
given many
gifts andwe
know you wiCC
continue to use

them to make
this worCd

a

Betterj)Cacel

fVe Cove you very muck
aridare sojoroucCof you!
Mom, Vacf, ancCjosk

JCeep following
your dreams,

making tke most of
every day, and
enjoying your

music!

To Abi upon your Graduation,

Wisdom to remember from

Kindergarten...

"Be aware of wonder. Live a balanced life -

learn some and think some and draw and

paint and sing and dance and play and

work every day some.,. Play fair. Don't hit

people. Say you're sorry when you hurt

somebody... And it is still true, no matter

how old you are, when you go out into

the world it is best to hold hands and stick

together."

Robert Fulghum (Everything I

Needed to Know, I Learned in

Kindergarten)

We are very proud of you and love you

very much!

Mom and Dad

are grateful to have

developed your 6od-given

talent at UNC5A.
And now that you are done

It is time to find your place in

the sun! -Maria Shriver

Always Love,

Mom and Dad



Congratulations Rebekah

on your graduation!

We are so very proud of

you and we love you.

Dad, Mom, Kate and Joe

Photo by Steve Childs, 2008



COKEY DUNDEE
THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES: New York Hospital. Nettie,

Louisiana. Arden Cahill Academy. Ridgewood Preparatory School,

piano, Mississippi, Oak Hill Academy, cub scouts. Philadelphia.

Aronomink. soccer, swimming, skateboarding. Drexel Hill Middle

Marching Band, clarinet. North Carolina. Barringer Academic Center

Horizon's program, inline skates. Community School of the Arts,

steel drums. Tenor Sax. Mr. Curry. Mr. Gordon, Mr. Porter, All

State. Charlotte Youth Wind Ensemble. Randolph Middle. NAL.
Duke Tip. track. Mars Hills Scholarship. Andrew Bradford

Scholarship, lAcross the Dividel. Honor Band of America. Myers
Park Marching Band. Governor's School. YMCA Leader's Club,

Camp Eagle Rock VIP. snowboarding. Smoothe Jazz Cruise

performance. Interlochen Concerto competition winner. Maddy
Award, World Youth Wind Ensemble. AP scholar, Cincinnati Pops
recording. From the Top radio broadcast. UNC School of the Arts.

Mr. Taimur Sullivan. Alto sax. Soprano sax. Wind Ensemble. Jazz

Ensemble. Bolero. Sax Quartet. UNCSA concerto competition

winner. Russell Peck's Upward Stream. National Achievement,

Youngarts.

Congratulations and God Bless; Mom-mom. Aunt Shelle. Uncle C..

Ngina. Thomas. Aunt Neva . Uncle Melvin. Grandmom. and all your

cousins.

Corey, develop a business plan to expose the masses to the unique

art form that you posses. Doing so will expose the world to you.

Always seek to improve your talent. Learn to create, produce and
manage your art form so that you can truly inspire others by what
you dolentertain. Love Dad

We love ^ou,

Pad &

LUX ARUMQUE (Golden Light): Don't just reach for the stars,

become one. Be the golden light through which glorify the one on
high. Go out into the world and do GREAT things. Proud beyond
words. Love Mom

You're a BEAST!!!! CREC: Love your SIS Amber

Mannah^you have

grown up to be an

incre dibie woman!



Congratulations Hillary.
We are so very proud of you!
Continue to follow your dreams!
ALL OUR LOVE
- MOM. Dad, Josh, and Rachel

“Fop OjltcffieViep peetson,

itols e(11 people
eipe bopn tMitilt

l^lte pefp^iczdeip

oF being efble

^ exppess ^bennselves
fibpoitglt music . .

.

iGis a giF6.”

-Billg 3oel

'Gint eisABidine

Tim,

We rejoice in your gift of music

and your experiences at UNCSA!
We know your life

will be
like your music - o gift to all!

You have traveled many roads

to get where you are now.

Mount Tabor,

All State,

and Interlochen.

We look forward

to seeing where
your talents

lead you next!

Love,

Mom and Dad



Cam, what a joy watching you grow from a

dimpled-cheeked, curly-headed baby to the

young man you are today. Your compassion, sense

of humor, and enormous talent are only a few of

your attributes. Through the encouragement and

guidance of Dr. Bev Vaughn, you have already

realized many of your musical dreams, including

attending UNCSA. Continue to reach for the stars,

believe in yourself and nothing will be impossible.

YES YOU CAN!

With much love and great pride in you and your

many accomplishments,

Nanny and Papa

iixS



Sterling King

Congratulations Sterling!

You have completed the first chapter in your life

The best is yet to unfold!

We love you, Mom and Dad

Dear Sterling,

May the next years be “super fantastic” and
make you laugh uncontrollably.

-Nice weave basket. Take your glitter pills and
1 am a black panther. Gypsy! Give me your

tears!

Love, Cash

Obstacles are those frightful things you see

when you take your eyes off the goal.”

Henry Ford

Switzerland is my favorite place now because
it’s so—NOTHING!”

Andy Warhol



Special ttianks tc the faculty

And staff cf LNCSA
Therillcnramllv

OfCmnah-

Idve^0u, and we are seprmd efwhatpeu hare

become. QdUap peu continue to blossom and make the worlda

better'pkee

OA/Com and ^ad

ipotu^ those who are skillfiil in their

? ddhep willserve kin^S; thep) will not

coimnonpeopk " Proverbs2229

Congratulations on your graduation!

Your life begins from now on. I hope you will fulfill your dreams.

We Love you so much Hee-Jeong!



Chelsea, oui'tiny d^ncet- . . .

We 3ifre so piroud of gll youh-

^ccomplisbments.

Love, Mom ^nd Pad

It started with Puppy Love &
Page, Qvic Ballet& Loyola, then you found a new home
heart as the journey continues, no matter how fiar you

waitinir for vou here at home. XOXO Mom. Dad and

YOU don t pick d^nce. Pgnee picks you

-Martha Gi-abam
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Bryony...

Because words aren't enough..,

there's the Moon and the Stars

and You!!! . t

Love, Mom, Dad and Marissa .

Bryony McCullough



^tjdney,

When ijou won the “hardest VVorlcer” award in

fCindergartcn (the certificate had a picture of a

candle burning at both ends), we Icnew there was

no stopping you! You haven’t slowed down since

then, only consistently gained momentum. We
often wonder how you find the energy to do all you

do. Your intense passion is undeniable, and we

have a good feeling that is a big part of what fuels

you. It’s that drive and commitment to hard work,

that will help you be successful in life. We are so

very proud of all your many accomplishments;

academically and artistically, although, we are most

proud of your strength to be an individual in a

world of followers. You are a beautiful young

woman with an even more beau tiful soul. We are so

excited to see what “astonishing;” thing;s life has in

store for you. Just know that we will love and

support you always.

Love,
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RATH BURNSHANE

SHANE,

GOP TRULY BLESSEP US

WHEN HE GAVE US YOU, YOU
HAVE ALWAYS MAPE US SO

PROUP. WE LOVE YOU VERY
MUCH!

MOM, PAP, CRYSTAL

•aun

Congratulations Amy!
You Kave worked so Kard to accomp

all that you Kave.

WatcKingyour journey has been a

great source ofjoy and pride for us.

All uourlove [uad, Mum and I_ara

1
3 Pl tap



May God bless and keep yon always,

May your wishes all come true,

May you always do for others.

And let others do for you.

May you build a ladder to the stars

And climb on every rung.

May you stay forever young.

May you grow up to be righteous.

May you grow up to be true.

May you always know the truth

And see the lights surrounding you.

May you always be courageous.

Stand upright and be strong.

May you stay forever young.

May your hands always be busy.

May your feet always be swift.

May you have a strong foundation.

When the winds of changes shift.

May your heart always be joyful.

May your song always be sung.

May you stay forever young.

'Bob Dylan

Taylor Shepherd

Tifst comes the swedt. Then

comes the beduty— ifyou

dfe veiy lucky 3n4 hdve sdi4

youf pfdyers."

George Bdianchinc

Whdt d beduty you hdve become.
Love, Mom 3nci Katherine

We' cHwayi ptmiu.ind' lJuvC we wotdd^ ilcvtxd- behCtxd y&wand cn' cchnc' Im-fore'yfnc

pL*2lin^yoa cUcTiX^, btUlye'ri^htlreiCdeyyoti/, txylcn'ecu^yAppm't oi (^odleadi you/a-vKii

way. IC ho'i an- jou4‘¥\ey io- far atidyoa ha\fe traveled it weili It wiil bv'

to iee' wKcU Itej ahexui^
We loveyoa!

Ki<yt>vand Vad

I didn't %iit to picKyoti. Kiter

3tU Vd choxyieyoa cti iny lyeit ft'iend any da^'

I can't iay where oa*'" fidarcir wili- le-a<t U4

{5ut I hnow wedlaUvayi-’hetherefoi’ eacKoChcr
Snidey S istery f^oreve*'

Chioc'



Congratulations, flnna young!
So be sure where you step.

Step with care and great tact. o
And remember that Life’s a great balancing act. w
Just never forget to be dexterous and deft. |
And never mix up your right foot with your left.

Two roads divergedin a wood
JAndl —

I took tfie one Cess traveCedbyy

JAndtfiat fias made a£Ctfie cGfference.



Hannah Weeks rolls out her sore calf muscles, a

common ailment due to rigorous dance classes.

If not for folks like Mr. Hoover and Ms. White, the high

school would turn upside down.

Cynthia
'

. Cukiemikgoes

green for

environmental

Jie Feng gets a breathe of fresh air
awareness day.

during the winter term exam frenzy.

Rachel Armstrong^Kes a

moment to pe«^her bus
Alex Carrm^onTly^SAnneBdl, Rebekw
Burke, Kim Idol and ifflegra Haritan enjoy

the nice warm weather wkilc eating lunch.

Obi didn't want

his picture in the

yearbook. (Love,

Mr. Bo)

Kevin and Felix celebrate the

imminent arrival of Spring Break.
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George and Kelly: voted least likely to make it on the senior

superlatives page.

Kathenne Sherwood smmi is happier to have its picture than she is.

Students and faculty agree: Ms. Lane is a great dean.

advantage of a rare event at

U^how day.

Pictured are Dr. Haigh and his ed&npon
Film and Lit class. Many seniors opt fe;

take this pdurse rather than a regular

EnglislFclass.

No matter what was going on, Hsin-I put in

the time it takes to be a great pianist.
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